Track Types

Standard Lift
- Most common track type
- Available in 10", 12", 15", 20" and 32" radius track

High Lift
- Door travels upward past the header horizontally into the room
- Use when headroom is available to horizontal tracks higher than standard

Standard Lift Incline Track
- Use when headroom is not a factor and track is to follow the pitch of the roof

High Lift Incline Track
- Door travels upward past the header horizontally into the room and follows the pitch of the roof
- Use when headroom is available to horizontal tracks higher than standard

Low Headroom
- Use when headroom is minimal
- Available in 12" and 15" radius track
- Springs can be located at the header or at the rear of the track

Call C.H.I. for headroom requirements

Low Headroom Incline Track
- Use when headroom is minimal and track is to follow the pitch of the roof
- Springs can be located at the header or at the rear of the track

Call C.H.I. for headroom requirements

Vertical Lift
- Door travels vertically up the wall
- Use when amount of headroom is less than the height of the door